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Abstract
We determine the complete list of the irreducible outer-Klein-bottle triangulations, and we
prove that any two outer-Klein-bottle triangulations with the same number of vertices can be
transformed into each other by a sequence of diagonal ips, up to homeomorphism. c© 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, we deal with only simple graphs (i.e., graphs without loops
and multiple edges) which have already been two-cell embedded in closed surfaces.
For a graph G on a closed surface, we denote the vertex-set, the edge-set and the
face-set of G by V (G), E(G) and F(G), respectively.
A triangulation G of a closed surface F2 is a xed embedding of a simple graph
into F2 such that each face is bounded by a cycle of length 3 and that any two faces
have at most one edge in common (the latter is needed only for the sphere to exclude
K3 from the spherical triangulations).
Let abc and acd be two faces which share an edge e= ac in a triangulation G. The
contraction of e (or simply contracting e) is to remove e and to identify the path dab
with dcb, shrinking the quadrilateral region bounded by the cycle abcd, as shown in
Fig. 1. An edge e of G is said to be contractible if the contraction of e yields another
triangulation of the surface where G is embedded.
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Fig. 1. An edge-contraction in a triangulation.
A triangulation G is said to be irreducible if for any e2E(G), the graph, denoted
by G=e, obtained from G by contracting e is a non-simple graph. The complete lists
of irreducible triangulations of the sphere, the projective plane, the torus and the Klein
bottle have already been determined in [16], [1], [10] and [11], respectively. Moreover,
it has been shown in [2], [3], [8] and [12] that for any closed surface F2, the number
of irreducible triangulations of F2 is nite, up to homeomorphism.
An outer triangulation of a closed surface F2 is a xed two-cell embedding of a
simple graph such that:
(i) each face is bounded by a cycle.
(ii) there is a specic face F , called the outer face, on whose boundary cycle all
vertices of G appear, and
(iii) other faces are all triangular.
We call the boundary cycle of the outer face of G the boundary of G, denoted by C.
Let e = xy2E(C) such that xyz bounds a triangular face of G. The contraction of e
(or simply contracting e) is to identify the end vertices of e and replace the multiple
edges fxz; yzg by a single edge. Note that an edge-contraction in an outer-triangulation
is dened only for the edges on the boundary of the outer face unlike the denition
given above for triangulations of surfaces. An outer triangulation G with the boundary
C is called irreducible if for any e2E(C), the contraction of e transforms G into
a non-simple graph. When F2 is the Klein bottle, G is called an outer-Klein-bottle
triangulation.
In Section 2 we show the following theorem.
Theorem 1. There exist exactly 33 irreducible outer-Klein-bottle triangulations; up
to homeomorphism; as shown in Figs. 3{6.
Each rectangle in the gures shows the Klein bottle identifying the two horizontal
sides to be parallel and the two vertical sides to be anti-parallel.
Let G be a triangulation of a closed surface F2. Suppose that ac2E(G) is shared
by two faces abc and acd. A diagonal ip of the edge ac is to replace ac by bd, as
shown in Fig. 2. If the resulting graph is not simple, we do not apply it. Notice that a
diagonal ip for an outer triangulation must be applied for edges not on the boundary
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Fig. 2. A diagonal ip.
of the outer face and hence, the graph obtained from an outer triangulation by diagonal
ips is also an outer triangulation.
It has been shown that for the sphere [17], the projective plane [15], the torus [6]
and the Klein bottle [15], any two triangulations with the same number of vertices
can be transformed into each other by a sequence of diagonal ips. Negami [14] has
shown the same fact for each closed surface and any two triangulations with suciently
large number of vertices. There are several other papers written on diagonal ips in
triangulations [4,9,13].
For outer-triangulations, the same facts have already been shown for the projective
plane [7] and the torus [5] (the spherical case is obvious). In Section 3, we show the
following.
Theorem 2. Any two outer-Klein-bottle triangulations with the same number of ver-
tices can be transformed into each other by a sequence of diagonal ips; up to
homeomorphism.
From an outer-triangulation G with n vertices, we can obtain a triangulation ~G on
the same closed surface with n+1 vertices which has a vertex of degree n, by putting
a vertex in the interior of the outer face of G and joining it with all vertices of
G. Therefore, Theorem 2 implies the following corollary, which is stronger than the
theorem in Ref. [15] with respect to the maximum degree.
Corollary 3. Let G and ~G be two triangulations of the Klein bottle with n vertices.
If the maximum degrees of both G and ~G are equal to n− 1; then G and ~G can be
transformed into each other by a sequence of diagonal ips; preserving the maximum
degree n− 1.
2. Irreducible outer-Klein-bottle triangulations
This section is devoted to determine the complete list of the irreducible outer-Klein-
bottle triangulations. First of all, we clarify the relation between the irreducible tri-
angulations and the irreducible outer triangulations of a closed surface F2.
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Lemma 4. Let G be an outer triangulation of a closed surface F2 other than the
sphere and C the boundary of G. Let ~G be the triangulation of F2 obtained from G
by putting a vertex v in the interior of the outer face of G and joining v with all
vertices of G. Then G is irreducible if and only if ~G is irreducible.
Proof. We rst show the necessity. Suppose that G is irreducible. The edge-set of ~G
can be classied into the following three classes.
P = fe2E( ~G): e2E(C)g;
Q= fe2E( ~G): e2E(G)− E(C)g;
R= fe2E( ~G): e = vx for some x2V (G)g:
Clearly, for any e2P, ~G=e is non-simple. For any e = xy2Q, by the contraction
of e, the two vertices x and y are identical, and in the resulting graph, vx and vy
form multiple edges. Thus, ~G=e is non-simple. Finally, we consider the case when
e = vx2R. Since G is irreducible, x has degree at least 3 in G (otherwise, if w1 and
w2 are supposed to be the neighbors of x in G, then both edges xw1 and xw2 can
be contracted, contrary to the irreducibility of G). Then there is an edge xc such that
xc 62E(C). Thus by the contraction of vx, fvx; vcg form multiple edges. Therefore, for
any e2E( ~G), G=e is non-simple and hence ~G is irreducible.
Secondly, we show the suciency. Suppose that ~G is irreducible. It suces to show
that for any e2E(C), G=e is non-simple. Suppose that e= xy and xy is shared by two
triangular faces xyv and xyz in ~G. Since ~G is irreducible, there is a common neighbor,
Fig. 3. Irreducible outer-Klein-bottle triangulations with seven vertices.
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Fig. 4. Irreducible outer-Klein-bottle triangulations with eight vertices.
say p 6= v; z, of x and y in ~G. Clearly, p2V (G) and hence G=xy has multiple edges
fpx; pyg. Thus, G is irreducible.
By Lemma 4, each irreducible outer-Klein-bottle triangulation is obtained from one of
the irreducible triangulations G of the Klein bottle with a vertex of degree jV (G)j − 1
by removing the vertex. By the complete list of 25 irreducible triangulations Gi (i =
1; : : : ; 25) of the Klein bottle [11], we can list all the irreducible outer-Klein-bottle
triangulations. The procedure is as follows.
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Fig. 5. Irreducible outer-Klein-bottle triangulations with nine vertices.
Fig. 6. Irreducible outer-Klein-bottle triangulations with ten vertices.
Two vertices v; v0 2V (Gi) are said to be symmetric if there is an automorphism
of Gi, carrying v to v0, which is realized by a homeomorphism of the Klein bot-
tle. For a xed i, let i be a maximal set of pairwise non-symmetric vertices of Gi
of degree jV (Gi)j − 1. For the i and all v2i, list Gi − v’s, and do this for
i = 1; : : : ; 25. Then we obtain the irreducible outer-Klein-bottle triangulations shown
in Figs. 3{6. The irreducible triangulations have 8, 9, 10 or 11 vertices, and therefore,
irreducible outer-Klein-bottle triangulations have 7, 8, 9, or 10 vertices. In Ref. [11],
the 25 irreducible triangulations of the Klein bottle are labeled by Kh1; : : : ; Kh21 and
Kc1; : : : ; Kc4. In Figs. 3{6, the irreducible outer-Klein-bottle triangulation Khia (resp.,
Kcia) denotes the one obtained from Khi (resp., Kci) for each i. Moreover, for a xed
i, Khia, Khib, etc. (resp., Kcia, Kcib, etc.) are obtained from the same Khi (resp., Kci).
3. Diagonal ips in outer-Klein-bottle triangulations
As mentioned in the introduction, this section is devoted to prove Theorem 2. Before
we do it, we need some preliminary results. Let Qi (i = 7; 8; 9 and 10) be the set of
the irreducible outer-Klein-bottle triangulations with exactly i vertices.
Lemma 5. For any G;G0 2Qi ; i=7; 8; 10; they can be transformed into each other by
a sequence of diagonal ips; up to homeomorphism. Moreover; any G 2Qi ;
i = 8; 9; 10; can be transformed into a non-irreducible outer-Klein-bottle triangula-
tion by a sequence of diagonal ips.
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Fig. 7. Non-irreducible outer triangulations in Q8, Q9 and Q10.
Proof. The thick lines joining vertices in Figs. 3{6 show the edges that must be ipped
for transforming each outer-Klein-bottle triangulation into the next one. Notice that the
simpleness of graphs is always preserved in each diagonal ip. Therefore, the rst result
holds. For the second one, we have only to nd one outer-Klein-bottle triangulation in
each Qi that can be transformed into a non-irreducible one by a sequence of diagonal
ips. Case (a) in Fig. 7 shows this fact for Q8; the thickest edge in the left-hand
side drawing is ipped for transforming Kh7a into a non-irreducible outer-Klein-bottle
triangulation | the thick edge in the central drawing can be contracted-. Cases (b)
and (c) show the same for Q9 and Q10, respectively.
We can now obtain the following lemma, which is straightforward by Lemma 5.
Lemma 6. Let K 2Q7. Then; any outer-Klein-bottle triangulation can be transformed
into K by a sequence of edge-contractions and diagonal ips.
Let G be an outer-Klein-bottle triangulation and let C be the boundary of G. Let
xy2E(C) and suppose that xyz bounds a face in G. Subdividing xy by a single
vertex v and adding an edge vz, we obtain an outer-Klein-bottle triangulation G0 with
jV (G0)j= jV (G)j+ 1. In this case, we say that G0 is obtained from G by inserting a
vertex of degree 3 on the edge xy. The authors proved in Ref. [5] that the inserted
vertex v can be moved to any edge on the boundary of the outer-face by a sequence of
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diagonal ips, when G is an outer-torus triangulation, but this argument holds on every
closed surface. The following will show this fact for outer-Klein-bottle triangulations.
Lemma 7. Let G be an outer-Klein-bottle triangulation. Let e and e0 be edges of G
on the boundary C. If G1 and G2 are obtained from G by inserting a vertex of degree
3 in e and e0; respectively; then G1 and G2 can be transformed into each other by a
sequence of diagonal ips.
Proof. Let e= xy2E(C). Let a1; : : : ; ap and b1; : : : ; bq be the neighbors of x and y in
the same cyclic order, where a1; bq 2V (C) and ap = b1. Suppose that G1 is obtained
from G by inserting v of degree 3 on e = xy. Apply diagonal ips which replace biy
with bi+1v for i=1; : : : ; q−2, in this order. Note that each diagonal ip does not break
the simpleness of the graph since x 6= bi for any i. The resulting outer-Klein-bottle
triangulation with the vertex y of degree 3 can be also obtained from G by inserting
a vertex y of degree 3 on the edge bqv. Repeating this, the distance of e and e0 in C
(that is, the minimum length among all the paths connecting e and e0 in C) can be
shortened.
Let G be an outer-Klein-bottle triangulation and let xyz be a face of G such that
xy is on the boundary C of G. Replace the edge xy by a path xv1 : : : vmy of length
m+ 1 and join vi and z for i = 1; : : : ; m. The resulting outer-Klein-bottle triangulation
has the path v1 : : : vm on C such that for each i, deg(vi) = 3. We denote the resulting
outer-Klein-bottle triangulation by G + m. By Lemma 7 this notation is well-dened
up to diagonal ips, that is, independent of the choice of the edge subdivided by the
vertices of degree 3.
The following three lemmas are the adaptation for outer-Klein-bottle triangulations of
Lemmas 15{17 in [5]. In all of them, let G and T be outer-Klein-bottle triangulations.
Lemma 8. If G can be transformed into T by one edge-contraction; then for any
natural number k; G+k can be transformed into T+k+1 by a sequence of diagonal
ips.
Proof. Suppose that G can be transformed in T by one edge-contraction of an edge
xy. Since a vertex of degree 3 inserted can be moved to anywhere by Lemma 7, we
may suppose that in a xed outer-Klein-bottle triangulation, denoted ~G, represented as
G+k , k is inserted on an edge other than xy. Let ~T be the graph obtained from ~G
by contracting xy.
Let a1; : : : ; ap and b1; : : : ; bq be the neighbors of x and y in ~G, respectively, in the
same cyclic order, where a1; bq 2V (C) and ap = b1. Since xy is contractible in G, it
is also contractible in ~G. Hence, we have bjx 62E( ~G) for j = 2; : : : ; q − 1. Otherwise,
the edge-contraction of xy yields multiple edges in ~T , a contradiction. So, we can
replace bjy with bj+1x by diagonal ips for j = 1; : : : ; q − 2 in this order, preserving
the simpleness of the graphs. Here observe that the resulting graph is isomorphic to
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~T + 1. By Lemma 7 again, since ~G and ~T + 1 can be transformed into each other
by a sequence of diagonal ips, so are G + k and T + k+1.
Lemma 9. If G can be transformed into T by one diagonal ip; then for any natural
number k; G + k can be transformed into T + k by a sequence of diagonal ips.
Proof. Suppose that the diagonal ip which transforms G into T is applied to an edge
xy and that the union of the two faces of G sharing xy is bounded by axby. Let ~G
be a xed outer-Klein-bottle triangulation represented as G + k and let ~T be the one
obtained from ~G by the diagonal ip of xy. If in ~G, k is inserted on an edge other
than the one not in axby, then ~T can be obtained directly. On the other hand, if k is
inserted on one of the edges of axby, then apply the diagonal ip of xy after moving
k on an edge not in axby.
Lemma 10. Let G and T be two outer-Klein-bottle triangulations. If T can be ob-
tained from G by a sequence of edge-contractions and diagonal ips; then G can be
transformed into T +m by a sequence of diagonal ips; where m= jV (G)j − jV (T )j.
Proof. Let G =H1; : : : ; Hl = T be a sequence of outer-Klein-bottle triangulations such
that Hi+1 is obtained from Hi by either a diagonal ip or an edge-contraction, for
i = 1; : : : ; l − 1. Observe that a diagonal ip preserves the number of vertices of
outer-Klein-bottle triangulations while an edge-contraction decreases that by 1. Thus,
the number m = jV (G)j − jV (T )j coincides with the number of edge-contractions in
the sequence from G to T . When Hi+1 is obtained from Hi by an edge-contraction,
apply Lemma 8. When Hi+1 is obtained from Hi by a diagonal ip, apply Lemma 9.
Then the sequence H1; : : : ; Hl of diagonal ips and edge-contractions can be translated
into the corresponding sequence H1; : : : ; Hi + jV (Hi)j−jV (Hl)j; : : : ; Hl + m of diagonal
ips, where two consecutive graphs in the sequence are not necessarily related by one
diagonal ip.
We now prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let T7 be a xed element of Q7. By Lemmas 6 and 10,
any outer-Klein-bottle triangulation can be transformed into T7 by a sequence of
edge-contractions and diagonal ips. Thus, any two outer-Klein-bottle triangulations
G and G0 with jV (G)j = jV (G0)j = n can be transformed into each other by a se-
quence of diagonal ips, up to homeomorphism, via the standard form T7 +m, where
m= n− jV (T )j.
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